Morrocco Method is proud to introduce our newest product, The Shampoo Bar, which we’ve added to our all-natural, vegan, Paleo-friendly line of the finest hair care products. We created this new product in order to give our customers a non-plastic option while keeping our all-natural, healthy promise. We spent years researching how to create a bar that would clean and lather without the use of chemicals and finally found a formula that is vegan, gluten free, Paleo and 100% all natural. Packaged in a biodegradable box, without the use of plastics, The Shampoo Bar was developed with the environment in mind. Here at Morrocco Method we are acutely aware of environmental pollution and try our best to recycle everything.

Our Shampoo Bar is handcrafted in small batches and then cut by hand, so no two bars are alike. Our main ingredients were chosen to create luxurious hair while also promoting hair growth. Shea butter and olive oil work together to moisturize and condition the hair. French green clays detoxify the scalp of impurities. Castor oil stimulates the scalp, eases inflammation and dandruff, has antifungal and antibacterial properties, and promotes hair growth by increasing the circulation. It is also perfect as a body wash and great for shaving!

The Shampoo Bar is hand-formulated following the ancient art of soap making—but without the use of animal products or by testing on animals. Primitive soaps made from ashes and animal fats show us that soaps have been used by humans since 2800 B.C. in Babylon. No testing on animals is ever done.

Our convenient Shampoo Bar can be used by men, women and children.

To apply, just wet hair and massage into the hair and scalp. The Shampoo Bar detoxes the hair and scalp but does not strip the oils. Rinse and follow with a Morrocco Method conditioner such as our Pearl Essence Crème Rinse, or the Miracle Kids Detangler for children. You can also follow with a leave-in conditioner such as our Sapphire Volumizer Mist Conditioner and Moisturizer.

Your hair will feel exceptionally clean and soft. Also there is a surprise—this product lightly lathers!